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Speaker for October 16th, 2011
- Megan Heazlewood Advanced Crop Circles

T

he crop circle phenomenon is a confounding enigma which really challenges our beliefs about the nature of reality.
The history of the phenomenon reveals
an evolving complexity, and I maintain,
an evolving communication from a higher intelligence which appears to be interactive with human consciousness.
The history of the hoaxing of crop circles reveals a well organised
debunking campaign. My upcoming talk will be about some incredible communications via the crop circle makers, and the video
evidence of anomalus lights, UFO`s and military activity associated with the crop circle phenomenon.
I will be showing what Nassim Harramein, a well respected and
award winning quantum Physicist, and what Richard Hoagland
(ex NASA Personnel) have to say about Crop Circles and show
video evidence that we are indeed in a dimentional shift.
This is a dimentional shift which all ancient traditions and religions assert will happen in the times we are in.
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From the Secretary

W

e are coming to a very interesting period of time; according to the
Mayan calendar, October 28, 2011 marks the end of the evolution
of consciousness on this planet. I do not know if this is true or not, nor
what the implications are for us as human beings. In any case, changes
in consciousness do not necessarily affect world events right away. They
influence human affairs and our own personal lives gradually, but at an
ever increasing speed. This date coincides with the Earth’s close encounter with Comet Elenin. This is sure to stir up a few things.
Our consciousness continuously evolves. From the time we perceive the
world as a child to what we are today, the story has been about the evolution of our consciousness. What I have observed is that there is something very basic in all of us that aspires and longs for something greater
than what material possessions, wealth or fame can offer us. This thirst
or longing is not likely to go away on October 28, as it is built-in somewhere deep inside of us.
We started life in simplicity, remember when you smiled at strangers,
and they smiled back at you. Remember when you did not mind painting your food on the carpet. Remember when you could not wait to get
up in the morning at the first sign of light outside the window. Where is
that child now?
Providing your nappies were not wet, you felt peace, you were aware of
something inside you and that something made you smile. To me the
search for that inner child is the Quest. We started being aware of it, but
we forgot, we simply forgot.
The evidence is there for us to see. We do thirst for Joy, for Love, for
Peace, and we do not like pain. No one ever prays to God and says
“God, I have had enough of this joy, please cut it out”.
We are more likely to say “God please, stop the pain, stop the sorrow...”
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We do need Peace, but what are we
doing about it? Do we wait for our
governments to make peace?
Well, their track record is pretty abysmal. If we had to rate them and your
kid brought home this kind of grade,
you would dis-own them right away!
We have Departments of Defence,
but no Department of Peace. There
are always so many reasons for war,
but as someone famous said:
“Do you know that there are actually 6.7 billion reasons for peace?”
That is the number of human beings on this planet longing for Peace.
It is obvious that it starts with us, each person finding peace inside, where
it resides. It has been clearly established by most religions that “The kingdom of heaven is within”. Inner peace is our own responsibility, we cannot wait for some angel to come and give it to us. In fact, we are the angel
we have been waiting for!
So we should look forward, like in the metaphor of this spaceship travelling through space with two passengers. One is looking through the back
windows and pulls his hair out, seeing all the bits and pieces of discarded
hardware falling off behind, while the other one smiles, looking through
the front window marvelling at the beauty of the stars and planets the
spaceship is moving towards.
So, today, let’s hope that we can chart a safe passage through these difficult times both in our own personal journey and in the journey of our
species.
Until next time...
Best wishes
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Ziggy, the Travelling Cat
by Maggie Lowe

Z

iggy is my Grand Cat, a handsome Russian Blue with dazzling blue,
green eyes. He came into my life as a tiny scrap, small enough to fit
in the palm of my hand, having just suffered the indignity of losing his
manhood. His family brought him regularly to visit our house in the
Blue Mountains of NSW, about one and a half hours from his home in
Sydney, and to stay when they went on holiday.
He quickly established himself at our place, made friends with the neighbours and was king of all he surveyed from our elevated veranda deck.
The last time he returned home after a long stay he had outgrown his
travelling basket and was very unhappy after a very hot journey and quite
unwell for a few days. My daughter was quite convinced that he was pining for his mountain eyrie and doting ‘Grandies’.
An opportunity presented itself for my daughter to buy a health food
Shop and re establish her naturopathic practice on the North Coast. So
Ziggy came to stay with us for 4 months while the family moved house
and organised their new lives.
When time came to take him to his new home six hours drive away, I
knew I had to do something to ensure a calm and uneventful journey.
Animals suffer emotional stress just as we do, so using a combination of
focused intention and emotional release techniques I set about changing
the pattern of the past unhappy journey.
The process was to scramble the frequencies of all anxiety, emotional insecurity, feeling trapped in his travel basket, resentment of the changes
and any need to go to the toilet in the car.
These were adjusted to the frequencies of calm, trust that all was well,
emotional security, acceptance of being enclosed for so long, for a comfortable journey, (accident free in his basket).
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My pendulum whirled enthusiastically during this work and for the programmed water
I prepared to give him for a few days before
we left, and a few more at his new place.
On travelling day I explained what was going
to happen and that he would be safe in his
large, comfortable basket with a plastic trellis
roof so he could see out, and that he was to
relax. He made one small complaint as we
left the driveway, but for the rest of the journey he calmly watched trucks whizz by, slept
and basked in the sun until it became too
bright, then I pulled a sheet across the top.
We stopped for coffee en route, he went to sleep, then on arrival at his
new home I let him out of the basket, he sniffed around a bit and nonchalantly strolled up the stairs into the house to greet his people, promptly ignoring me altogether….it worked a treat!!
My daughter made a comment that he had later followed her down to
the beach reserve one day but wouldn’t go any further. I had forgotten
to tell her that was part of the programming! There were a few spats with
the local bully cats but mostly he just ignored them and rose above them
all on his new high veranda deck.
When we visit he greets us warmly but it is very obvious he belongs to his
first family.
This technique can also be used for annoying, barking neighbourhood
dogs. Just imagine the negative emotions of a dog that never goes outside its fence, or who is left alone all day, and change them to the positive
opposite, and use your pendulum as a timing device….simple!
Maggie Lowe is one of our dowsing tutors and loves to dowse in the garden.
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It’s Time to Trust Your Intuition!
By Mariana Cooper,
From the Journal of the Ozark Research Institute, Winter 2010

A

s you go through the decisions that you make in your daily life how
much do you rely on your Intuition? Do you feel focused and strong
in the choices that you make? Or do you feel that you have to deliberate,
analyze, weigh out pros and cons, get lots of opinions from friends or
family and scare yourself into a decision? Maybe you are one to make a
quick decision and then second guess it to the point that you undo what
you believed in? Well you are not alone! We all have had our rounds of
confusion and analysis paralysis.
The one conclusion is that logic alone does not work. And the answer is
to learn how to use a tool that you were actually born with. That tool is
your Intuition.
We hear the words ‘surrender, trust and let go’ all the time. But what does
that really mean? And what are we surrendering to? Our logic tells us this
is dangerous. So our best attempts to “Let Go” last a few minutes and
then we are back to trying to “figure it all out!” Your intuition is comprised of the energetic senses that you were born with to assist you in
staying connected to your higher or inner self.
We can refer to that self as a number of names, ‘Divine Guidance,’ God,
The Universe etc. I refer to it as Spirit. But essentially it is all the same
thing. We are always connected to that power greater than our physical
selves and that connection is our Intuition. I have taught classes on “Letting Go” etc and while people have the best of intentions the thing that
really holds them back is a Lack of Trust.
That is because we do not understand the mystery of our Intuition. So
here are 5 key points for you to consider that will hopefully help you get
a better handle on the most powerful sense that you have.
Dowsers Society of NSW – October 2011
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• Your Intuition is your direct and absolute link to communication with
Spirit.
• Your Intuitive senses overlay your physical senses. We get energetic or
intuitive feelings through energetic sight (like deja vu), energetic hearing (you hear a small voice that gives you a warning or feels like a
hunch to follow), energetic feeling (a gut feeling in your stomach that
feels like butterflies or goose bumps) and energetic knowing (feeling
like you just know how to do something or how a situation will turn
out without learning or cause).
• Everyone is born with Intuition and has the ability to develop it to be
strong and reliable.
• Intuition is always the most efficient and accurate advice that you can
get about any issue, concern or desire.
• Our society encourages us to ignore our intuition and focus strictly on
logic. We disengage from our energetic senses and end up feeling very
confused, anxious and taking a very long slow road to happiness.
Your Intuition Is Always Working Whether You Focus on It or Not!
When you harness the power of your intuition you are able to fully access
your personal power. Not using your intuition is like having eyes and
ears and ignoring or fighting their functions. Your eyes and ears are on
your head and whether you are concentrating on using them or not they
are always working. They become very powerful tools when you deliberately focus your sight or hearing! Think of how hard it would be to watch
a wonderful movie or listen to a beautiful symphony without your ears
or eyes!
Unwavering Trust begins with Knowing Your Intuition and how to use
lt! So many people call me for readings and want me to ‘confirm’ for
them that their future outcomes of various hopes or problems will be
exactly as I predict. This is so disempowering. Real trust comes from having a direct communication with Spirit yourself through understanding,
Page 8
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recognizing and knowing how to use and rely on your Intuition! I have
done hundreds of intuitive readings for clients, and the ones who really
do the best after the reading is over, are the ones who take responsibility
for themselves and use their intuition in combination with their creative
problem-solving tools like logic to decide what to do next. Inspired Action vs. Frantic Chaos.
When we ignore our Intuition we feel anxious, confused and uneasy. We
may feel intellectually that it is the ‘right decision’ but something still
doesn’t feel certain. So we decide to take lots and lots of action to leave
no stone unturned. This creates that ‘going by the seat of your pants’ or
‘chicken without a head’ feeling.
When we use our Intuition it may seem illogical but our decision feels
right. It feels like a sense of knowing or certainty that you may not be
able to describe. And your actions feel inspired. You feel led as opposed
to running after an outcome. You feel “guided” to take “Inspired Action”
and your hunch feels like a knowing instead of a reckless risk.
It’s Time to Empower yourself by harnessing your own Intuition! When
you take the time to learn about, understand and tap into your Intuition,
you will find that your decisions and actions are so much easier to make!
You will live so much more powerfully and efficiently. Your tasks will be
done in a fraction of the time because you will be working from certainty instead of fear! You may consider the opinions of others for a perspective, but you will know that your Intuition has the final say!
Mariana Cooper, is an Internationally Recognized Spiritual Intuitive,
Consultant, Speaker and Workshop Leader. For more details:
www.letsaskyourangels.com.
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The Magic of Orgonite
Contributed by Robyn Lee

I

was first introduced to the existence of Orgonite by Dr Pauline Roberts. She referred to this substance in a seminar and then wrote an article for our newsletter in July, 2005. Thanks, Pauline, for much of the
information in this article.
Pauline first mentioned this substance in her workshop when she was
telling us about her work with trees and how they can be great sources of
information about themselves and their environment. And when she said
that “trees love orgonite and I often leave some for them as a thank you”, we
were entranced. This opened up a whole new area for me, and many others, I am sure.
William Reich devoted much of his life to working with ‘orgone’ or ‘life
energy’ or’chi’. He built devices, often quite large, to generate orgone for
weather, health and wellbeing. Reich was a highly respected Austrian
American psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who fled from the Nazis in 1939
and died in an American jail in 1957, after being jailed for two years for
continuing to make his orgone producing machines.
Orgonite has since been developed as a more manageable medium for
transforming negative energy and transmitting positive energy. Carol and
Don Croft found that putting crystals into orgonite concentrated the
energy and expanded the energy field. They have developed many products which can be used in numerous ways. Don Croft devised the first 3
oz. ‘muffin’ design to negate non beneficial energies from phone towers,
and called it the ‘Tower Buster’.
Orgonite is a material with 50% inorganic material (metal) and 50%
organic material (resin) with a small crystal in the centre. Once the problem is established by dowsing, orgonite can be used to fix it e.g. neutralise
emissions from electronic devices, improve the energy of an environment,
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for healing and so on.
There are tens of thousands of websites about orgonite. And there are
many fantastic and varied products
that can be used in ways only limited
by our imagination.
These websites are very useful:
www.orgoneaustralia.com.au, www.
earthclinic.com.au/orgonite,
www.,energystore.biz/index file/Ispaceclearer.htm
www.warriormatrix.com, www.knivesandcrystals.com
Inspired by Pauline’s experiences, as one always was, I prepared for my
‘cooking session’. After a trip to Bunnings and a crystal supply shop, I
pottered for a Saturday afternoon and produced 12 ‘muffins’ of orgonite.
It was a bit messy, but very rewarding! It took several days for the pellets
to set properly, probably due to the July weather or lack of catalyst.
I then placed one piece in the large fruit bowl (to extend freshness and
discourage little pests), one under the bed to absorb any negative energies
generated by electrical devices, and several around the garden on plants
that were looking a bit fragile. I also put one under the water filter jug in
the kitchen.
The Recipe
As with everything we do, we approach our task with the best intention
and infuse our orgonite with our fabulous energy! If you have any doubt
about any of the following steps, don’t forget to check things out with
your pendulum. Do this outside or in a very well ventilated space, and
avoid contact with skin.
Ingredients
• One litre tin fibreglass resin or clear casting (more attractive to look at
because it is not cloudy, but more expensive, and may need to have
Dowsers Society of NSW – October 2011
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wax added to, otherwise the part exposed to the air will not set properly ).
• Appropriate amount of catalyst (or setting agent) as per recommendation in kit to cure the resin. Beware too much may cause the resin to
overheat and burn.
• Equal amount of any metal shavings, cut into small pieces (machinists’
off cuts or copper or steel saucepan scourers). Disposable rubber gloves
(quite a few). Acetone to clean up.
• Small, clear quartz crystal (cheap as possible).
• Moulds, non stick muffin tray, glasses, any shapes you might like to
try, as long as it is easy to extract the finished product.
• Sunflower oil (to stop sticking to the mould, unless you use a teflon
coated muffin tray). Plenty of newspaper to work on.
Method
• Oil the moulds well (if not using a teflon coated muffin tray)
• Place small crystal in each mould.
• Fill moulds almost to the top with metal pieces, leaving room for a
good layer of resin on top (otherwise metal will stick through).
• Mix catalyst with resin, stirring slowly, and gently pour resin over the
metal.
• As the resin cures, it gets hot with the chemical reaction.
• Once hardened, the orgonite can be painted if desired.
NB: If the orgonite remains sticky, put it in the sun or a very low oven.
If this does not work, mix a bit more resin and coat pellets again.
This is a fun and functional thing to do, for yourself, your home, your
plants, your pets. May your dowsing and orgonite making produce fantastic results!
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Co-Creative Dowsing
Setting Up Healing Energy Relationships
for You and Your Site
by Kay Whitefield, Reprinted from The American Society of Dowsers,
Volume 44 * No. 1 * Winter 2004

I

remember an outing in 1996 to the Lynn Woods Reservation in Lynnfield, Massachusetts, with the Greater Boston Chapter, ASD. During
the outing a young ‘sensitive’ in the group gradually started channeling
information from a near-by monolith, a giant boulder. She channeled an
information flow between the boulder next to us and a monolith across
the Atlantic in southern England.
Through a natural global network of consciousness, the English monolith had recognized a person in our group who had
established a relationship with it some
months ago while in England. The English monolith went on to inquire about
the progress of the healing of a hurt knee
and muscle sprain incurred by its human
friend during that visit. After the personal
exchange, the channeling included information on the former presence of a global
communications network, active between
very large monoliths.
These boulders and perched rocks once
served, among other things, as communications relay points similar to our international telephone relay satellites and our
regional telephone relay dishes mounted on towers. Our sensitive channeled that many of the links in this global network are still active, however most are non-functional and need to be reactivated. I remember the
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feeling, for the next hours and days, of the expanded experience of being
open to layers of intelligent energy, of natural, conscious, energy exchange, happening all around me. In retrospect, it would not have been
much of a leap that afternoon to have channeled information from a star
or star cluster, in addition to the information from monoliths and perched
rocks in southern England. I wish we had thought to try it!
The next time you are standing alongside of or looking at a photo of a
large boulder or a perched rock, pull out your pendulum and your handy
world map and star/constellation chart.
This is the perfect opportunity to map dowse specific stars or star clusters, or locations on this planet with which the monolith has current or
past relationships. Typically human beings (or beings being human, as I
enjoy thinking of myself ) are not aware of these off-site relationships.
Once understood and sensed, however, as we began to sense in the Lynn
Woods Reservation, these relationships feel surprisingly familiar.
As we grow in understanding of energy/consciousness on our site, we
find that there is most likely a history of site relationships, often in the
site’s immediate neighborhood, between nature spirits, devic energy centers, and high energy spin vortices. These centers of consciousness have
relationships that can extend into the neighborhood, to the greater region, the continent, around the globe and even to planets, stars and constellations.
Several years ago I worked with a friend who wanted to develop a semirural five-acre site just large enough to be zoned as a farm in Lexington,
(Massachusets) to raise wheat grass for commercial sale in area markets.
He asked me to help him understand the site energetically as he planned
the development of his wheat grass business. He had been working with
devic consciousness for some years and he felt it essential to work with
the energy/consciousness on this new site.
Using map-dowsing techniques with a pendulum together with a site
Page 14
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plan, I located the energetic and vital spots such as vortex spin fields, nature spirit focal points and boundaries, and energy flows below and above
ground. I also requested my dowsing system to show me where the site
was suffering or depressed and needed some careful, remedial attention.
Often this was visible and obvious to the eye when walking over the site,
but sometimes these depressed areas were found only by dowsing. Walking the site with L-rods and map dowsing with a pendulum, I determined
the best place to locate his production equipment, fertilizer storage,
planting beds and vehicle access.
Also important was to discover the essential places to leave undisturbed
and let flourish naturally. As our study progressed, we grew to understand that the site felt isolated and cut off from relationships perhaps
hundreds of years old.
Construction of a nearby interstate highway in the last 40 years (within
a quarter mile), together with a smaller, heavily traveled frontage road,
had literally severed the site’s energy relations with regional neighbors to
the north. The new highway construction and resultant dramatic energy
flow created by vehicles and commuter and rush-hour passengers had
erected a ‘Berlin Wall’!
My friend, the wheat grass farmer, was
now coming to a fuller understanding of
some of the site’s issues, and he wished to
relieve its distress and help it to re-energize. In following this exploratory process
he was co-creating his dream of a wheat
grass farm and, at the same time, addressing the needs of this small, isolated and depressed piece of farmland. By setting up
several critical, off-site energy relationships, we began to relieve the site of its
sense of isolation and trauma from the recent highway construction.
Dowsers Society of NSW – October 2011
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Our procedure for setting up these off-site
relationships was as follows. First, we identified the most beneficial location to exchange
energy with off-site locations. The most beneficial location on a site is similar to chakra
locations on our human bodies. They are located where strands of energy in the etheric
body cross each other.
They serve as focal points for the reception
and transmission of energies or forces. I usually find at least one of these points on each
site, no matter how small the site. Using a
pendulum and a site plan, I asked my dowsing system to show me this spot:
“Show me the most beneficial location on the
site to receive and exchange off-site energy / consciousness.”
We then searched for and flagged the center of this location on the ground
at the site.
Continuing to work with my pendulum, we followed with another dowsing request that combined the needs of the site and the wheat grass farmer requirements:
“Show me locations in the region, the continent, on this planet and off-planet, that are willing to exchange energy for the purpose of helping to restore
and maintain the vitality of this site and to stimulate and energize wheat
grass production”
I then pulled out my local, regional, continental and global maps (whew!)
and even a chart of the constellations. Using simple map dowsing techniques, I identified many sites but finally narrowed it down to eight sites,
two off-planet, that were willing to exchange energy for this purpose.
Page 16
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Our results were amazing in that many of our dowsed locations were in
grainbelt areas of the central USA. Others were located in grain-belt areas of the Ukraine.
The third step was to go to the site and actually ‘call-in’ each conduit for
exchanging energy/consciousness. My friend and I, in a small ceremony
at the site, invoked or ‘called-in’ energy conduits to and from these remote locations using the following words:
“In the name and power of what we believe in, we ask that a beam of light
be created in the form of a cylinder containing a double helix, appropriate in
diameter to create a dynamic conduit and structure for exchanging and maintaining energies between the home site (wheat grass farm in Lexington, Mass.)
and the remote site (25 mi. southwest of Lawrence, Kansas), for as long as
(wheat grass farming ) occurs on this site.
We ask that the resulting vibrational intensity be perfectly appropriate to
stimulate the maximum health and vitality of the wheat grass farm, the
farmer and the site. We ask that everything about this request be benign, for
the good of the planet, the creator and the people and consciousnesses in the
regions affected, and we give thanks that it has been done.”
After calling in an energy conduit, which by the way happened immediately as we performed our ceremony, I tracked and flagged the outer
boundary (letting my L-rod ‘point’ the way) of the double helix energy
conduit. The shape of the conduit on the ground was an approximate
oval shape of roughly 20 by 40 feet. The conduit was very strongly present, and the thrill of ‘bringing it in’ and sensing it was beyond words.
The process above was foremost a process of the heart. It greatly benefited my wheat grass farmer friend and the needs of the five-acre plot of
farmland. The subtle consciousness of the site (now much more than
subtle in our awareness) was recognized, honored and nurtured, as was
the desire of the new human resident to establish a wheat grass production facility.
Dowsers Society of NSW – October 2011
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One of the most striking needs of
current building practice and site
development is an acknowledgement, during the design and construction process, of the natural energies and consciousness present on
a site. As people move onto a site, it
is important to understand the site’s
issues and relationships.
The purpose of this article is to
show how we humans, through our
intent and actions, can blend the
strengths and needs of the site with the needs of the individuals moving
onto the site.
Keep in mind that a small home site can have many intense and complex
energy needs. Just as humans need companionship and exchange with
other humans, a site also depends on conscious energy exchange with
other locations within a neighborhood, region or continent. As a side
benefit, we greatly enlarge our own awarenesses to include new, supportive neighbors that we never imagined existed! Many of the members of
the Greater Boston chapter have experienced the beneficial results of setting up off-site relationships at the homes of chapter members.
In closing, this process of Co-Creation leads us to fulfill perhaps our
highest purpose on this Earth. With our intent, we are combining subtle/
spiritual energies with the material, tangible stuff of this planet.
As we hold this focus in our center, we then broadcast our beneficial intentions into an expanded neighborhood of energy and consciousness.
Kay Whitefield is an architect with 23 years’ experience in commercial, residential and educational facilities. He can be reached at 64 Yorktown Road
East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816 or kaywhitefteld@yahoo.com
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Heart Space With Window Boxes
Contributed by John Living

T

here is much talk about working from one’s heart when dowsing,
but most of us have problems in doing this - and all of us would
benefit from working with one’s ‘Heart Space’ rather than just one’s heart.
What is the difference?
Getting all of the key elements of our Being to work together as a team
when Dowsing, recognizing that all in our head space has its part to play
- including our ego and sub-consciousness.
So how can we do this?
Starting above your head, place your awareness on each point and count
down with the intent to combine them into one Heart Space: 6 (above
head), 5 (Crown Chakra), 4 (Third Eye), 3 (Throat Chakra), 2 (Assemblage Point), 1 (Heart Chakra), 0 (Will Centre).
Additionally we can then spin our Heart Space to expand, and enclose
our total Being. I spin mine clockwise, but some say counter-clockwise
- try both ways, find which feels better for you.
It may help to also spin the aura outside of the Heart Space in the opposite direction, to encourage it to retract so that it is even more easy to
expand our Heart Space. I like to then fill my Heart Space with ‘True
Holy Love, Namaste’.
We have one word to express love - the Eskimo have more than 50 words
to describe snow. My understanding of ‘Namaste’ is:
I see in you myself, I recognize in you my image - we are all the same.
I will do my best to help you in all that you do for the best benefit of all,
without harm or hurt to any.
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I give my help without intent to receive reward, because it is the best way
to be - to operate in ‘True Holy Love, Namaste’.
Your Heart is your link to ‘Upstairs’ - the Angelic Beings and Healing
Energies who are involved in helping others. It seems that each of these
has its own speciality, so rather than call on any one Deity, it is best to
follow the guidelines propounded by the late Walt Woods of working
with ‘The System’ - the ‘Good God System’ that commands ‘All that Is’
and assigns those that are needed to do the required work.
Use your head space to select a friend, relative, or other person (or animal) that would benefit. I will call the intended recipient of this exercise
the ‘healee’.
I find that Healing is more effective when working from my Heart Space;
know that your own Heart can connect to the Heart of the healee to determine what healing is needed (you do not have to consciously know
the details) and can then link to ‘The System’ to have the healing manifested.
I have learnt that there is a very simple way of sending Healing to someone in need; we are going to use windows (or left luggage boxes).
Imagine that there are a series of
small windows (or boxes) in front
of you, each about one foot
square, arranged in rows - perhaps 4 windows in 1 or 3 rows.
Now feel these windows with
your hand; most will be closed,
but one will be open.
Put your hand right into this
open window, and grab the healing package that it contains; pull
Page 20
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it out, and throw it to the Healee, saying “GO!”. Remember direction
and distance do not matter - know it will get there, and be filled with
‘True Holy Love, Namaste’!
Then check to see if another window is open - if there is another aspect
to be healed. Repeat until there is no open window - no more Healing
is needed at this moment. But you may need to send more at a later date.
Now one of the most important parts which is often forgotten: “I send
my Love, Thanks, and Gratitude to all who helped in this Healing”.
The more Thanks, Gratitude, and Love that you send, the more eager
will The System, the Angelic Beings and the Healing Energies be to give
their help when needed in the future.
About the Author
John has written a number of books: ‘Your Pendulum, Intuition On Demand’, ‘Intuition Technology’, and republished Kathe Bachler’s book ‘Earth
Radiation’ - and a condensed version ‘Sleep Well, Be Healthy’.
To contact John, email John@dowsers.ca visit the web page of the Holistic
Intuition Society http://www.in2it.ca or phone 250-539-5807 (toll Free
Canada & USA) 1-866-367-7464
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Just Me & the Paulownia Tree
Contributed by an anonymous member of the Dowsers Society of NSW.

I

have read of people and in particular children, who were able with
their minds to “enter into a tree”. They report seeing and experiencing
many different things whilst being there which intrigued me greatly. Over
time the subject kept returning to my mind so finally I thought, “Go on!
Have a go.”
A bit after midday I was facing west on the eastern side of a large Paulownia tree growing in the home paddock on our farm. I experienced no
trouble in locating the doorway into the tree” with my ‘L-Rods’. I closed
my eyes to avoid distractions, relaxed - and with my mind entered the
tree. I am ‘at one’ with the tree.
Like tree-sap I sense myself slowly rising - other feelings followed now, it
was ‘airy’ like when you are high-up in the branches of a tree. The sense
of rising continues, my arms stretch upward, I am in the leaves. I am a
leaf.
Suddenly my whole body pivots to the right and faces north. Abruptly I
am brought out of my ‘at oneness with the tree’ and ‘back into my body’.
Instantly I knew I had ‘as a leaf or leaves’ physically turned to the correct
angle to the sun for photosynthesis to take place.
The whole thing happened spontaneously without deliberation of any
kind on my part. Amazing!
Did I see anything? No nothing. I was completely absorbed in experiencing the feel of ‘things new’ to me.
I have long pondered about writing this article for it has been necessary
to bare my soul to share with you, what is for me a breathtaking, most
precious moment between just me, and the Paulownia tree.
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The Dowsing Corner

T

he Society has a commitment to teaching
and spreading the use of dowsing, and the
mental and ethical attitude that comes with it.
We run seminars 3 or 4 times a year to that effect, but we identified a need to provide training on a more regular basis.
This is why we have decided to start what we
call ‘the Dowsing Corner’. Each month, towards
the end of our regular meeting, and after the
speaker presentation, we will have one or more
experienced dowsers available in the back room to answer questions,
give dowsing demonstrations and help beginners in getting started.
Our first Dowsing Corner last month was quite successful. Eight people
came to ask questions or make comments. Two of the attendees commented how good it was to have their questions answered.
So if you are new, you want to learn or have any dowsing questions,
please get your cup of tea and biscuits and join us in the Dowsing Corner. Experienced dowsers will make sure your questions are answered.
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Food for Thought
• I signed up for an exercise class and was told to wear loose-fitting
clothing. If I HAD any loose-fitting clothing, I wouldn’t have signed
up in the first place!
• When I was young, we used to go ‘skinny dipping.’ Now I just ‘chunky
dunk.’
• Brain cells come and brain cells go, but fat cells live forever.
• If raising children was going to be easy, it never would have started
with something called labour!
• Why do I have to swear on the Bible in court, when the Ten Commandments cannot be displayed in the same courtroom?
• Some days we are the pigeons, some days we are the statue.
• Wouldn’t it be nice if whenever we messed up our life we could simply
press ‘Ctrl Alt Delete’, and start all over?
• Lots of people want to ride with you in the limo, but what you want
is someone who will take the bus with you, when the limo breaks
down.
• We tend to forget that happiness doesn’t come as a result of getting
something we don’t have, but rather of recognizing and appreciating
what we do have.
• Live so that when your children think of fairness, caring and integrity,
they think of you.
• Peace is not something you wish for; it’s something you make, something you do, something you are, something you give away.
• A person’s true wealth is the good, he or she, does in the world.
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Speaker for November 20th, 2011
-Dr Ben-Zion Weiss Symposium: Changing the Dream,
Awakening the Dreamer
Dr Ben-Zion Weiss is a community
educator in social ecology, meditation,
yoga, drama, ESOL, cross-cultural conflict
and non-violence training.
He lectures and tutors at University of
Western Sydney, consults for Multicultural
Programs in Cooling Conflicts and intercultural programs.
The purpose of the Symposium is to bring forth an environmentally
sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on
this planet.
It aims to wake participants up from the trance we are living in,
to identify the unexamined assumptions that create and maintain
the trance, and begin to appreciate the extraordinary possibilities
emerging at this time in history.
Through participation in this program, people are encouraged
to find their unique and powerful role as agents of change in
creating a new future.
Since its launch in San Francisco in March 2005, the Symposium
has spread rapidly, reaching hundreds of thousands of people in
50 countries on six continents.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
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